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Is Mansoor Hashemi Khorasani the very Sayyed Khorasani?

Author: Zahra Moosavi Date: 14/01/2015

Answer to question: 1 Date: 14/01/2015

Mansoor Hashemi Khorasani, is Mansoor Hashemi Khorasani, noth-
ing more and nothing less; an individual who exists among people, with 
a definite school of thought, movement and ambition and reality on the 
face of the earth which does not vary by variance of the names; Neither 
anything is added to him by the title “Seyyed Khorasani” nor anything 
is deducted from him by the title “British” and “liar”. Whoever has a 
hearing ear may listen and whoever is deaf may God rub his nose in 
the dirt: Mansoor Hashemi Khorasani is one of the servants of God and 
Ummah of His prophet peace and salutation be upon him and his house-
hold who follows the Quran Karim and Mutawatir Sunnah [tradition] of 
his excellency in the light of intellect and does not claim to be prophet 
or Imam or Mahdi and he is not connected with any government or sect 
or group and he invites toward Mahdi only by cultural actions such as 
writing book and dialogue with Muslims and he prepares the grounds 
for appearance of his Excellency and he does not request for any com-
pensation in exchange for this good and extremely difficult job and he 
only requests compensation from God and he does not devour anyone’s 
wealth wrongfully and he does not jeopardize anyone’s life unjustly and 
does not oppress a small ant or a bigger living creature and with this 
description, if someone accepts his invitation and supports him, with re-
gards to truthfulness of his word and righteousness of his deed based on 
intellectual and religious reasons it would be with intention to prepare 
the grounds for advent of Mahdi and if somebody does not do that or 
instead of doing this job show animosity with him, does not do any harm 
to him and he only deprives himself of a benefaction or drops himself 
in an evil and God is aware about the deeds of every one. Therefore, 
Mansoor Hashemi Khorasani is only a knowledgeable and God-fearing 
Muslim who prevents Muslims from following oppressor and dictator 
rulers and encourages them to follow Mahdi and prevents them from 
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following conjectures and imaginations and commands them to follow 
knowledge and certitude and scare them from ignorance and imitation 
and passions and worldliness and prejudice and arrogance and supersti-
tion and encourages them for establishment of pure and complete Islam 
along with beam light of Quran and Sunnah and intellect and with this 
description, those who have him as their enemy, have no excuse be-
fore God and should prepare themselves for his punishment; Because 
it is clear that having hostility with such a person is not allowed, rather 
amity with him is obligatory and whoever have hostility with him, is 
an oppressor and transgressor; Like one who insults him and one who 
ridicules him and one who slanders him and one who attributes lie to 
him and one who obstructs the path toward him and it is clear that all of 
these people are in a clear perversion and there will be a severe punish-
ment for them. Mansoor Hashemi Khorasani Says: “Woe to those who 
deny the truth and consider it perversion and Woe to those who present 
perversion as it is the truth and show truth as lie and show what is wrong 
as it is right in order to prevent the path of God and obstruct it for His 
servants! Who is more wicked than them and who will save them from 
the misery in this world and the punishment of the Hereafter?! Certainly 
they are in a clear loss and are descending to corruption. But blessed 
are those who accept the righteous word and follow the right deed and 
help the people who follow the right deed and ignore the throng of the 
oppressors! They are truly alert and have hope in God’s mercy; because 
they have accepted the right word and followed the right deed, and God 
does not negate the rewards of the righteous and praise is to God, the 
Lord of the Worlds”.
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